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ABSTRACT

Ion beam mixing (IM) was measured in homogeneous amorphous metallic
alloys of Cu-Er and Ni-Ti as a function of temperature using tracer
impurities, i.e., the so called "marker geometry". In Cu-Er, a strong
temperature dependence in IM was observed between 80 K and 373 K,
indicating that radiation-enhanced diffusion mechanisms are operative in
this metallic glass. Phase separation of the Cu-Er alloy was also observed
under irradiation as Er segregated to the vacuum and SiO2 interfaces of the
specimen. At low-temperatures, the amount of mixing in amorphous Ni-Ti is
similar to that in pure Ni or Ti, but it is much greater in Cu-Er than in
either Cu or Er.

_; INTRODUCTION

J Diffusion in amorphous binary metallic alloys has been of increasing
-, interest in the past few years. Some of this interest has been stimulated
-j by the recent discovery that binary metallic systems can be rendered

amorphous by low temperature annealing rf constituent components, a process
— which requires diffusion through the amorphous phase [1,2]. Diffusion
-: studies in metallic glasses are also of interest as they can provide
-I insight into the structure of these glasses. A fundamental understanding
-j of diffusion processes in amorphous binary metallic systems, however, is
- presently only in its rudimentary stages [3]. One of the methods that has
-I proved quite fruitful in elucidating diffusion mechanisms in crystalline
—: materials has been measurements of defect properties and diffusion during
' particle irradiation [4]. Irradiation enables the diffusion controlling
..defects, vacancies and interstitial atoms in crystalline material, to be

•~ introduced into the material in controlled ways and this isolates different
possible diffusion parameters and mechanisms [5]. Working on the premise
that irradiation can be similarly useful in ferreting out diffusion

—• mechanisms in metallic glasses, we have initiated a program to investigate
diffusion in metallic glasses during irradiation, which we will denote here
simply as ion beam mixing (IM). In this paper, we report on the
temperature dependence of IM using impurity tracer diffusion in the
homogeneous amorphous alloys, Cu5QErcg, NiggTi^g, and Ni^jTigo.

The study of IM in amorphous alloys is also of interest for
understanding IM itself. Nearly all quantitative studies of IM in metals
have involved either tracer impurities in pure materials, or bilayer
specimens of two pure components. One of the questions that has arisen in
IM studies is why bilayer samples frequently yield much higher mixing
yields than do either of the component elements. For example, the
normalized mixing yields, i.e. Dt/*«FD, of Cu and Al are « 23 and 2p A

b/eV,
respectively [6], whereas in the bilayer system Cu-Al, it is « 95 Ab/eV
[7,8]. For the Au-Ag system, Dt/«-FD is « 120 and 75 A

b/eV for Au and Ag,
respectively [6], whereas Dt/*«FD in the bilayer is => 265 A

b/eV [8,9]. In
both of these systems, IM is not expected to be strongly influenced by
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chemical interactions [10]. By measuring IM using a tracer impurity in a
homogeneous alloy, this question can be addressed. Finally, by measuring
IM in an amorphous alloy, the importance of atomic structure for IM can be
determined. For example, it has been debated for many years whether long
range focussed replacement sequences are an important diffusion mechanism
in irradiated materials. Such sequences are suppressed in amorphous
systems.

EXPERIMENTAL

The amorphous Cu-Er films were prepared by vapor deposition of a
premelted C^QErgg alloy onto oxidized Si-wafer substrates using electron
beam heating. An Ag marker was deposited from a W-boat by resistance
heating. The switching time from Cu-Er to Ag evaporation was kept below
1 sec by using a manual shutter and thereby avoiding contamination problems
at the interface. The thickness of the bottom and top layers were « 25 and
« 35 nm, respectively. The marker thicknesses ranged from 1-2 nm for all
specimens. The background pressure during deposition was less than 1x10"'
mbar. The structure of the evaporated films was examined by means of a
Read camera using Cu K a radiation. Only specimens which showed no traces
of crystallinity were used for the irradiations. The compositions of the
films were checked by He backscattering analysis prior to the irradiations,

- it was always found to be nearly the same as the bulk alloy composition.
-This is due to the similar activities of Cu and Er in the alloy. In some
- cases, thin layers of Ti were evaporated onto the substrate and onto the
top of the sample to prevent oxidation of the sample during the
irradiations. The Ni-Ti were similarly prepared by evaporation from a bulk
Ni-Ti alloy; however,_the background pressure during deposition for these

~' specimens was ra 2x10 mbar.
; The irradiations, which employed 1-MeV Kr , and the subsequent He
-: backscattering analysis were performed at the Argonne Tandem accelerator.
—| AT 1 backscattering spectra for irradiations below 295 K were acquired

without warming the sample to room temperature. All other backscattering
~! spectra were recorded at room temperature. To prevent possible influences

of compositional or contamination differences between specimens, all
~i irradiations were performed on samples cut from the same substrate. The
~j marker spreading was determined by fitting a gaussian function to the
~ experimental points prior to and after irradiation and using the

expression,

• Dt-I/2.(flfrrad- 4 i r r a d ) . (1)
D is the effective diffusion coefficient, and fr is the variance of the
gaussian function.

All irradiations were performed well below the crystallization
temperatures of the systems. The crystallization temperature for Cu7pEroo
is - 620 K [11] and for NiTi, - 800 K [12].

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows three spectra corresponding to a Cup^Er^g sample. The
i i i d i

p g ^^g
top spectrum was acquired prior to any thermal or irradiation treatment.
After irradiation with 1 xl0ib 1-MeV Kr+-cm"' at 10 K, appreciable
spreading of the marker is observed, whereas no obvious change in the Cu or
Er signals is detected. At the higher temperatures, 295 and 373 K,
however, phase separation of the homogeneous Cu-Er alloy was observed
(results shown for 295 K only). This was due, presumably, to the high
affinity of the Er for oxygen at the specimen surface and in the Si0



substrate (the vapor pressure in the target chamber was 1x10"' mbar).
Correspondingly, Cu segregated to the center of the specimen. Without
irradiation, no segregation effects were observed in the spectra. As the
Ag marker behaves similar to the Cu, the marker spreading by IM was reduced
by the segregation behavior. This caused deviations from linearity in
plots of Dt versus ion dose for the higher temperature irradiations.
Although the Er rearrangement is quite remarkable, and requires long-range
diffusion, the x-ray Read film showed no evidence of crystalline compound
formation, even at the highest irradiation temperature. This clearly
demonstrates radiation-enhanced diffusion in this amorphous alloy.

In order to avoid the segregation effects of the Er for quantitative
IM studies, subsequent Cu-Er samples were sandwiched between thin Ti
films. These were prepared by covering the oxidized Si-substrate with 10
nm of Ti, evaporating the Cu-Er film with the marker, and finally adding 4
nm of Ti to the top of the sample. As Fig. 2 shows, no significant changes
in the Cu or Er signals are observed for this sample after irradiation.
This is true even for the irradiations at 373 K.
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Fig. 2. Backscattering spectra of a
Cu4oEr52 thin film sample with an Ag
marker and a protective Ti-coating
at the substrate film interface and
at the surface. Irradiation data:
lxlO16/cm2 1-MeV Kr+.
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Fig. 1. Backscattering spectra of a-Cu5iEr4g thin fi lm sample with an Ag
marker. Irradiation data: lxlO^/crrT 1-ReV Kr at the indicated tempera-
ture. The yield from the substrate is not shown.



The results of the IM experiments in Cu-Er are summarized in Fig. 3,
which shows the marker spreading, Dt, vs ion dose, *. No deviation from
linearity could be observed at 80 or 373 K. There is a strong temperature
dependence in the IM between 80 and 373 K, paralleling the segregation
effect in the uncovered specimen. X-ray analysis of irradiated spots at RT
and 373 K showed no crystalline phases. Thermal diffusion could not be
detected during the times involved in the irradiation experiment. In fact,
thermal annealing at 378 K for 80 hrs. also did not result in measurable
broadening of the marker. For comparison, Dt values for a Ag-marker in
pure Er and in a Cu-4.5 at% Er alloy are also included in Fig. 3.

To compare IM data for different systems, it is useful to scale values
of Dt to the damage energy of the irradiation, *«FD, where FD is the damage
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Fig. 3. Spreading of an Ag marker
as a function of ion dose in a
Cu^oEr52 amorphous alloy protected
at Both surfaces with thin Ti films.
IM data for pure Er and Cu-4.5 at.%
Er are also shown for comparison.

energy deposition per unit length normal to the specimen surface. In Table
1, values of Dt/*«Frj for the amorphous alloy, CU43E52, pure Er, a Cu-4.5
at.% Er alloy, and NiTi specimens are summarized. Values of FQ were
calculated using the computer program TRIM [13].

TABLE 1: Values
system

a-Cu48Er52

Cu-4.5at%Er

Er

a_Ni65Ti35

a-Ni41Ti5g

Ni[14]

Ti[6]

of IM
marker

Ag
Ag
Ag
Hf

Pd

Hf
Hf

FD

120

146

102

113

113

220

120

(Dt/»-FD;10>80

59.7

10.9

18.9

12.1

11.4

11

(Dt/$-FD)2c

83.0

16.6

19.5

13.1

14.4

--

,5 (Dt/**FD)373

157.0

—

--

units of Dt/$'FD are A
D/eV; units of FQ are eV/A.



DISCUSSION

These experiments clearly show that diffusion in irradiated Cu-Er
amorphous alloys is temperature dependent. This is observed both in the Ag
marker spreading and the phase separation in the unprotected Cu-Er

..specimen. We presently attribute this temperature dependence to a
radiation-enhanced diffusion (RED) mechanism. In crystalline material, RED
arises from the diffusion of point defects produced by the irradiation.

_The temperature dependence of RED arises from the temperature dependent
point defect mobilities and concentrations. These quantities are related
to the intrinsic properties of the point defects, such as their enthalpies

.. P-P migration and formation. In metallic glasses, the origin of the RED
effect that we observe here is not yet clear as the mechanism of diffusion
in metallic glasses is unknown. The fact that we observe RED, however,
suggests that diffusion mechanisms in metallic glasses may be similar to
that in crystalline material. To carry the analogy of diffusion in
metallic glasses with that in crystalline metals further, we have made a
very preliminary analysis of the Cu-Er data based on normal RED theory
[5]. First, we assume that the temperature dependence of IM has Arrhenius
behavior; this yields an activation enthalpy of « .16 eV for the diffusion
process. Within a simple RED model this activation enthalpy would suggest
that the "slowest moving defect" in the amorphous medium has a migration
enthalpy of .32 eV. This value is approximately a factor of two smaller
than the vacancy migration enthalpy in pure Cu. Further measurements will
,be necessary before the significance of these numbers can be determined.
For example, measurements at other temperatures are necessary to determine
if the process does indeed have Arrhenius behavior. In addition, the
influence of dose-rate should be determined as a dose-rate dependence is
predicted by RED theory.

The low temperature IM results show that the normalized IM parameter,
.Dt/$«FQ, can be greater in the alloys than in either of the pure
-components. It indicates that the underlying cause of the larger IM values
:in bilayer specimens than in pure specimens containing markers, cannot be

-|attributed solely to chemical driving forces but requires an understanding
—of displacement processes in alloys. Presently, such an understanding is .- -
nearly completely lacking. It appears that the role of focussed collision
sequences (RCS) in IM is small as IM in the crystalline material is smaller
than in-.the amorphous material. The opposite behavior would be expected if
RCSs were a dominant mechanism of IM. Finally, we point out the strong ion
beam mfxirig effect between Cu-Er alloy and the SiO2 substrate. The strong
segregation effect demonstrates the importance of chemical driving forces *T~I

— in IM in the temperature range in which defects are mobile. In the present £__
-case, the segregation is driven, presumably, by the high heat of formation ^T~
for Er203. The reaction of the amorphous film with the substrate, which - ~"
only occurs in the presence of irradiation at temperatures below 373 K,
very likely results in bonding of the evporated film to the underlying
substrate. This could have interesting applications for thin film
technology and we are currently testing for such bonding.
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